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CT8532-105 Air Jordan 3 White/Black/Dark Iris/Cement Grey will be
released on June 18, 2022
Red, blue, etc. are very common in the appearance of Air Jordan 3, and the frequency of the appearance of the two is the same
as that of “cement gray”. But here-except for the latter-a new color was chosen for the outline, and “dark iris” was applied where
the two primary colors are usually worn. Despite the slight distortion, the OG feel is not completely lost. Most of the exterior is
white neutral, and it is very simple to keep the smooth, tumbling and perforated leather. Then, the nominal purple suddenly
appeared on this background, highlighting the eyelets, collar and trim around the midsole heel. Finally, the aforementioned gray
brings familiar elements to the toe and heel, and their iconic elephant print is dark, similar to many previous color schemes. With
its 2020 Cheap Jordans, the Nike Air Max Plus draws inspiration from its roots in performance. This pair is called “AMRC” and
pays homage to “Air Max Running Club”, combining retro-style brands with retro-style color schemes. Red quickly set the tone,
TPU was used throughout the upper, and suede embellished the frame from edge to edge. Below, the base is completely blue,
matching the air unit underneath. Elsewhere, the midsole and shoelace unit look retro in the “Sail” hue, while the Swoosh and
outsole choose a louder gold-plated luxury. As far as the brand is concerned, the shoe also has two additional tags: the inner side
spells out “BVRTN, OR” to celebrate the Nike headquarters, while the outer side provides a simpler “AMRC” text. More
importantly, the font of the tongue itself is slightly bolder to ensure that it stands out from the adjacent removable label. It is
undeniable that since its debut in 1985, Nike SB Dunk has made great achievements, but this model has not yet provided a
comparable number of female-specific styles as male-oriented products in history. However, the new “light purple” option has
been added to the recent style list, hoping to change this. Similar to some of the model’s most iconic color schemes, the latest
model has a white smooth leather base. Covering the forefoot, tongue and heel, forming a contrasting “light violet” hue, like a late
spring style. The brand logo on the tongue, insole and heel panel also has the same light tone as the outsole of Nike Dunk.

